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how do you measure a man’s life?

are we really just the sum of
our memories in the end?

I guess that’s really what it
amounts to. our memories and
the memories others have of us.
but this presents a unique
problem for me. because I have
been more than one person.
I have more than one set
of memories.

I remember being the sentry,
golden guardian of good. one
0f the greatest heroes the
world has ever known.

but that’s not all I remember.

no matter how hard I tried, I
could not become the sentry
without also bringing the
void to life. so for years I was
nothing. rather than risk the void,
I simply stayed away. inert. dead.

I Also remember being my own
greatest enemy. I remember being
the void. pure blackness. pure
destruction. unstoppable.
the end of all things.

but now I’ve found
a way. I’ve created
a world all my
own. and there…

…there I can be
whatever I
want to be.

yes. I am
very aware of
the situation,
sentry.
every
shadow in
new york city
has come
alive!

you
better find
it quickly,
cloc!

well, then do
something
about it, cloc!
I need you to
figure out how
the void is
controlling
these
things!

the void’s
shadow army
seems to be controlled
by some sort of energy-let’s call it dark
radio waves. I am
attempting to locate
the source of this
energy.

they're
massing
together!
I don't think
even I can stop
all of these
things!

well then,
it’s a good
thing you’re
not alone,
old pal!

ark!
ark!

scout?!
watchdog?!
I’m glad to
see you both,
but where
is--

right here,
sentry!

what say we do
a little shadowboxing?
sentress!

I have
determined
the source
of the dark
radio waves,
sentry!

and none
too soon.
where is it,
cloc?!

the void
seems to be
operating from
the moon,
sentry…

